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TEDxJSSATE 2017
A Report
The second edition of TEDxJSSATE, TEDxJSSATE 2017 was conducted in the Academy on 12 th
November 2017 in the Multi-purpose Hall (MPH) from 9:30AM to 4:00PM. The Principal Dr. G.
M Patil inaugurated the event, which was attended by about 10 speakers and 350 audiences.

A brief introduction to TED
TED is a nonpartisan nonprofit organization, owned by the Sapling Foundation, devoted to
spreading ideas, usually in the form of short, powerful talks (max 18 minutes). TED began in
1984 as a conference where Technology, Entertainment and Design converged, and today
covers almost all topics —from science to business to global issues —in more than 110
languages. In the spirit of TED’s mission, “ideas worth spreading,” A TEDx event is a local
gathering where live TED-like talks and videos previously recorded at TED conferences are
shared with the community. If TED is a dinner party at the Buckingham Palace, think of TEDx as
a chance of tasting the exact same delicacies at a common hall near you. TEDx events are fully
planned and coordinated independently, on a community-by-community basis.

Speaker’s profile
TEDxJSSATE2017 has been an awesome gathering, brilliant speakers and mind-blowing
conversation intent on unleashing new ‘ideas worth spreading’. All the speakers presented their
views from their life journey around the event theme; “KNOW NO BOUNDS”. A brief profile of
speakers is as follows:
1. ANIKET JOSHI: Aniket Started learning music at the early age of 8 years. The first
instrument I learnt was a keyboard. Thereafter learning new instruments became an
event of curiosity and passion. He can play 10 different Instruments. He holds a B.Tech.
degree in Mechanical Engineering and presently perusing MBA.
2. GAURAV CHAOUDHARY: He is one of the very famous YouTuber (runs youtube channel
TechnicalGuruji). He currently resides in Dubai and comes with a Daily New Video on his
Channel on Tech News and Tech related videos, Reviews and Un-boxing of New Gadgets
/ Mobiles / Laptops / Camera etc. He completed his MTech in micro electronics from
BITS Pilani DUBAI. His videos are really easy to understand and very informative. He
encouraged Hindi language on YouTube and many youths take inspiration from him. His
TEDx talk can be aptly named as “Technology is my best friend”.
3. SHORYA MAHANOT: Abstract painting has the power to address ideas and emotions
from the deepest level of human consciousness. Shorya Mahanot from India has been
astounding people’s minds with his masterful brushstrokes, colorful composition and

symmetry in abstract paintings, over the time of 7 years. Dubbed as “World’s Youngest
Signature Style Abstract Artist”(Google Search Results, 2012) and “India’s Child
Picasso”(The Guardian, July 2012, London Ed.), Shorya has been winning laurels from a
tender age of three with his luscious use of colours and expressiveness on the canvas. A
featured artist at the Holtzman Gallery now, he had made his international debut in
U.S.A. in March 2013 when his paintings were selected as “Best of Art Expo 2013”.Since
then, Shorya has been a tour de force in the league of abstract artists with a unique
signature style. His paintings have been auctioned and exhibited at Spectrum, Miami
and in events like Celebrity Chef Gala for Autism Speaks Foundation. Till date, his
paintings have fetched $ 45,000 across different events and art exhibitions, over the
world. Keeping up with new age and technology, the small wonder also collaborated
with Microsoft to create abstract paintings digitally, a rare feat achieved at this young
age.
4. YAGNA SAI AND VINAY S BHARDWAJ: Kalam SAT is a Femto Satellite and widelyclaimed to be the world's lightest satellite, named after former Indian president Dr. A. P.
J. Abdul Kalam built by an Indian High school student team, lead by 18-year-old Rifath
Sharook, hailing from the Tamil Nadu town of Pallapatti for participation in the Cubes in
Space, a STEM-based education program by Idoodle Learning.Inc and NASA, with an
objective to teach school students (ages 11-18) how to design and compete to launch an
experiment into space with a free opportunity to design experiments to be launched
into space on a NASA rocket or balloon if their project is selected. Kalam SAT was
launched by NASA along with several other experiments from other participants on
Terrier-Improved Orion Rocket on 22 June 2017 from Wallops Island. •The team
consisted of 7 people from various parts of India led by Rifath Shaarook who is the Lead
Scientist of Space Kidz India,Vinay S Bhardwaj (Design Engineer)under the supervision of
Dr. Srimathy Kesan, Founder & CEO of Space Kidz India.
5. ABHINAV CHAND: RJ Abhinav is an Indian Radio Jockey and has got much fame through
his talent. His name is related tothe Delhi outlet of India’s most popular radio network –
Radio Mirchi 98.3 FM, where he works as a radio jockey. He comes on radio with his
popular tagline “Radio Mirchi –It’s Hot”. •His radionetwork is owned by Entertainment
Network India Limited and this network runs in more than 32 Indian Cities. He hosts
music shows on his radio and Radio Mirchi is well known for its great RJ and there he is
also one of the greatest hosts in all radio networks
6. SARVAM PATEL :Sarvam Patel is young dynamic and talented artist from Mumbai!
His excellence and talent in the field of art, sculpture and painting is worth recognizing.
He is live sand-artist, speed painter and sculpture artist He has performed for the
reputed brands and institutions likeTATA, Vodafone, Bharat Petroleum, Skoda,
Mahindra, AXIS Bank ,HDFC Bank, Birla Sun Life ,Ultratech,JSW,petronet lNG ltd,
kanakia builders, Toyota, Bank of India, k7 anti virus, sun pharma and list goes on.
Recently he also performed forMr Devendra fadnavis,Petroleum minister Mr.
Dharmedra Pradhan, Mr Subhash Ghai , Dr Reddy,Indian Army& More celebrities ....His
talent is recognised internationally. He has performed in India's Got Talent season 7 &
BIG CELEBRITY challenge reality show... He has live on CNBC Bazzar & CNBC Awaz with
Great Sand Art for Nation. •He appeared at India's Got Talent 2016

7. SHUBHAM GAUR AND ANKUR PATHAK : Shubham and Ankur run a very famous
youtude channel SADAKCHHAP. They come from very humble families and overcome
several odds in their life, before becoming popular and successful.
8. T K MANGALAM: Mr. MANGALAM works with TCS at very senior level and has a very
interesting story about his life trajectory.
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FACULTY COORDINATOR: DR. SURESH SINGH (HOD EEE)
MANAGEMENT- AYUSHMAAN, ISHAN, VINAYAK, AYUSHI
SPONSORS- AKANKSHA,BHAVIKA
WEB- DIVYA,AYUSHMAAN,ISHAN
MARKETING- AYUSHMAAN,AYUSHI,BHAVIKA,AKANKSHA
CREATIVE- MANAVI,ANTJA,NEHA,NIMISHA
BUDGET- PRASHANT,KSHITIJ
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Some photographs from the event

Principal Dr. G. M. Patil with Mr. Sarvam and a painting made by him

Principal Dr. G. M. Patil with Mr. Sarvam and a painting made by him

a)Mr. Shorya, presenting his talk
b)Mr. Sarvam busy in making glue painting of Dr. APJ Kalam, with his sand art on screen

a)Principal Dr. G. M. Patil and Dr. Suresh Singh presenting token of appreciation to Mr.Shorya
b)Principal Dr. G. M. Patil and Dr. Suresh Singh presenting token of appreciation to Mr.Sarvam

a)Principal Dr. G. M. Patil and Dr. Suresh Singh presenting token of appreciation to Mr.Gaurav Choudhary
b)Principal Dr. G. M. Patil and Dr. Suresh Singh presenting token of appreciation to Mr.Shubham and Mr. Ankur

1.

Principal Dr. G. M. Patil and Dr. Suresh Singh presenting token of appreciation to Mr. Yagna and Mr. Vinay
2. Principal Dr. G. M. Patil and Dr. Suresh Singh presenting token of appreciation to Mr. Aniket Joshi

Dr. Suresh Singh Presenting Vote of Thanks

Dr. Suresh Singh
Faculty Coordinator, TEDxJSSATE 2017

------End of report-----

